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In the recent years, the increased production of the wind power raised a major problem of wind farm
connection to electrical network. Thus, it needs more investigations to allow the integration of the
intermittent wind energy to the dispatching process. In this work, we have profited from the performances
of the artificial neural network to model the economy and security of the dispatching task in order to
integrate the wind farm into it. The study of the actual dispatching database is helpful to extract the most
relevant factors on which the Tunisian Operator of Electricity and Gaz is based to dispatch the power
plants. Several learning procedures are necessary to define the optimal neural network structure to model
the dispatching. An important contribution is proposed to integrate the wind energy into the electrical
network.
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1. Introduction
Based on the evaluations of the wind energy potential in Tunisia, the strategic study on
renewable energies reveals that, according to a conservative scenario of wind energy
development, the capacities installed (less than 50 MW today) should reach 310 MW in
2010; 1130 MW in 2020; and 1840 MW in 2030. Until nowadays, the Tunisian Operator of
Electricity and Gas had not integrated the wind power in its control system (dispatching). It
is required to develop a strategy to integrate this strongly intermittent energy in the
Tunisian electrical network. Several international studies and projects were made on the
large-scale integration of the wind power [1,2,3]. These studies showed that this integration
generates several technical and economic problems. In the study of the electrical networks,
the control of the power plants production and their availability instantaneously is required.
When the daily consumption is predicted, it is necessary to distribute this energy on the
various power plants (Figure 1) to ensure the safety and economy components leading to
the optimal function of the dispatching.
The economic problem of the dispatching is an optimized multi-objective problem with
several constraints (economic, environmental…) [4]. The linear and nonlinear methods
remain limited [5]; some ones use statistical methods [6] which are sometimes efficient, but
the intelligent techniques have proved better performances in this field. Indeed, fuzzy logic,
the genetic algorithms and the neural networks are used more and more in this field due to
their powerful search ability to reach the global optimum and they are extremely robust
versus to the complexity of the problem [7,8,9].
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Figure 1: Distribution of the consumption for an ordinary day
(T: turbine, V: steam, G: gas, CC: Combined Cycle)
Until now, the wind farm has not yet been considered by the dispatching of the Tunisian
electrical network operator. In fact, the present power wind generation is marginal (less
than 1%) and really it seems difficult to take into account the wind farm for dispatching
purposes. This is not the case for the future when the installed wind power reaches several
hundred MWs. We present in this paper an attempt to integrate the wind energy into the
dispatching modeled by an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and, control the effects
resulting from the re-dispatching (new distribution of load power to the active power
plants). firstly, we present the choice of the ANN structure used to model the operation of
the dispatching process by studying the most relevant influential factors; afterwards the
capacity of generalization of the ANN model is tested, and finally a methodology of wind
power integration is then presented.
Neural Network Technique
ANNs offer an alternative way to tackle complex and ill-defined problems. Their
advantages over standard computing are that they can both “learn” from experiences and
“guess” or interpolate results, even when their inputs are incomplete. They are fault tolerant
in the sense that they are able to handle noisy and complex data. They are able to deal with
nonlinear problems and, once trained, they can perform predictions and generalizations at
high speed [10-11]. The ANN model has been criticized as a “black box”: If care is not
taken, all intuition for the relationship between the forecasts and what is being forecast may
be lost [12]. The structure of the biological neural network is not well understood, and
therefore, many ANN models have been proposed in [13]. The most popular ANN is the
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) architecture. Back Propagation (BP) algorithm is the most
frequently used training method for this multilayer feed forward ANN.
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The MLP model represented in Figure 2 consists of a set of source nodes that constitute the
input layer, one or more layers of hidden neurons depending on the complexity of the
problem and one output layer. The model of each neuron in the MLP network includes
differentiable nonlinearity at the output end. A commonly used form of nonlinearity that
satisfies this requirement is sigmoidal nonlinearity defined by a logistic function [14]. The
network exhibits a high degree of connectivity determined by the weights of the network. A
change in the connectivity of the network requires a change in the population of network
weights.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of a multilayer feed forward ANN
The standard back-propagation learning rule is employed to train the ANN. The weights of
the network (connection between neurons) are then found from training, to minimize the
objective function mean square error (MSE) by gradient descent methods with or without
adaptive step size learning rate. These weights are randomly (depending on application)
selected initially in the range [-1,1]. Fast and improved versions of back propagation
algorithms have been proposed in the literature, but the Levenberg Marquardt algorithm,
applied in this work, is widely used because of its fast convergence [17].
Dispatching Model
The NN structure choice
In order to model the operation of the economic dispatching in safety conditions, a BPANN is used. The choice of the ANN inputs is not systematic, but it is especially dependent
on the database richness and the influences of each component on the dispatching whereas
the ANN outputs are set as the several power plants productions. By analyzing all the
available load diagrams and their distribution according to different plants, we tried to find
the most influential inputs on this distribution. According to Figure 1, which represents an
example of a daily dispatching operation, we note that several plants have priorities. The
technical maximum and the technical minimum of power production relative to each power
plant must be taken into account. It is worth noting that the management of the different
wind plants is carried out partly by software and especially by human expertise so it will be
taken into account by training, based on the database. By integration of the inputs one by
one, and by elimination of those which do not improve the training and test performances,
we fixed 15 input ANN structures, which are:
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Pch(t) : forecast load at the instant (t),
Pch(t-1) : forecast load at the instant (t-1),
Pch(t+1) : forecast load at the instant (t+1),
Pch(t-2) : forecast load at the instant (t-2),
Pchmax : maximum of the daily forecast load,
Pchmin : minimum of the daily forecast load,
Pchmd : maximum of the predicted load during the midday period,
Day (type of day):
• ordinary working day,
• holiday (national),
• feast day (religious),
• special day (when an international event existing),
Season : 2 seasons (a heat season and a cold season),
Period :
• 1 st period of the day: 00h → 12h (minimum load period)
• 2nd period of the day: 12h → 24h (peak load period)
PCPs : Production Cost of the Power station. It is an economic priority depending on the
specific consumption of each power plant,
Pimax
: maximum power of each power plant,
Pimin
: minimum power of each power plant,
Class : input containing the various power plants classified according to the power
production level,
Pwind
: the wind energy production is considered like a null power produced during all
the phase modeling of the dispatching because the wind production is not considered in the
considered database.
The season, the period and the PCPs are represented by some codes chosen judiciously,
then they are integrated one by one in order to improve the ANN performances.
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In BP-ANN, the number of hidden neurons determines how well a problem can be learned.
If too many are used, the network will tend to try to memorize the problem, and thus not
generalize well later. If too few are used, the network will generalize well but may not have
enough ‘power’ to learn the patterns well. The choice of right number of hidden layer and
neuron number in each layer is the most vital task in constructing the ANN, since there is
no knowledge of it [11]-[15,16]. This number depends on the number of inputs, outputs and
training patterns [16]. In our case, the number of hidden layers and its nodes are those given

the least Learning Means Square Error (LMSE) and the least Test Mean Square Error
(TMSE). The complexity of selected ANN structure is a compromise between minimization
of LMSE and TMSE. After much trainings and tests, we have chosen the (15-6-15)
structure corresponding to 15 inputs, 1 hidden layer with 6 nodes and 15 outputs. This
ANN structure is represented in Figure 3.
Figure 3: ANN Structure for the dispatching model
It is shown in [17], that the ANN performances are also improved by a coherent data base
which is generally divided in two sequences:
• Training Sequence : which is composed of :
9 52 working days
9 30 holidays
9 2 feast days (religious holiday with minimal consumption)
• Test Sequence : which is composed of :
9 1 special day (international event during which any major disturbance is not
permitted)
9 1 peak load (maximum consumption)
9 1 feast days (Aid El Fitr)
In all the work, every day is divided in two independent periods; the first corresponds to the
peak period and the second to the minimum load period. We designed one ANN for each
period to decrease the degree’s non linearity of the studied system.
Validation of the structure
After training the ANN, we tested it with the test sequence data. Figures 4 and 5 represent
respectively the real and estimated power production and the relative errors for each special
daily period. These two figures show that the used approach gave good results. Indeed the
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estimated number of functional power plants is correct, the relative error of the total
production does not exceed 3 to 4 % and the relative error of each power plant reaches in
worst case (during the starting of some plants) from 10 to 15 %.

Figure 4: Illustrative results for the 1rst period of a special day

Figure 5: Illustrative results for the 2nd period of a special day
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Wind Energy Integration into the dispatching
Due to the neglected amount of wind power production, the latter is not yet integrated in the
dispatching and consequently it is not learned by the ANN (Pwind =0 during both learning
and test phases). In this section we will present how the ANN model can take into account
this intermittent component of power. We will present two cases; the first one shows a
simple and unrealistic case which assumes that the wind power is constant. The second one
shows a general case containing an intermittent wind profile.
Case 1: Constant wind energy
Considering that wind production is constant is an unrealistic case, just used to test the
ability of the ANN dispatching model to deal with such perturbation for different states of
load. This power (Pwind= 150MW) is supposed to be consumed at 100% and the control
system will consider only the 15 traditional power stations. This power component will be
considered as a negative load that means that it will be decreased from the total power
consumption (curve load). The obtained results are satisfactory because the estimated
production for each functional power plant always evolves between the maximum and
minimum values of production (respect of an economic and secure operation). In Figure 6,
we present the real and estimated total production (sum of the real and estimated power
production of all power plants after integration of wind energy). The relative error between
the real and estimated total power production increased and reached in the worst case 12%
of the total power produced in the minimum load zone. This error depends on the type of
the power plant. In fact, in Figure 7, we show the evolution of the real and estimated
production of some power plants compared to the technical and daily maximum and
minimum of the production of each power plant. In the case of an integration of a wind
farm with such significant power, we find an over-estimation or under-estimation and even
equality between the real power and that estimated of each power plant. In all cases, the
economic secure dispatching is surely obtained since the production of each power plant
varies always between the technical boundaries.

Figure 6: Comparison between real and estimated power after wind power integration
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Figure 7: Power produced by (sousseCC, rdsA, rdsB) before and after wind power
integration
In this paragraph, we have neglected the considerable intermittent phenomenon of the wind
power production. We will consider in the following paragraph the abrupt and severe
variations of this power.
Case 2: Variable wind energy
We will consider in this case the most unfavorable variations of the wind power:
During the first period of the day: the wind turbines produced the maximum of energy (150
MW) during the minimum load range and stopped during the peak load one (Figure 8-(a)),
During the second period of the day: a maximum production at the beginning, then null in
the peak, finally a weak production (Figure 8-(b)).

Figure 8: Profile of the wind turbine power during (a) the 1st period, (b) 2nd period
In the following, we discuss the effects of the integration of such wind power component
on the power plant generation. Note that the worst wind profile is chosen to test the ability
of the dispatching ANN model to take into account this high perturbation.
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Figure 9: Total real and estimated power following the integration of intermittent Pwind:
1st period

Figure 10: Total real and estimated power following the integration of intermittent Pwind:
2nd period
In figure 9 and figure10, we present the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the real and the
estimated total power production (sum of all the outputs of the ANN); this error is more
significant during the minimum load zone because the traditional power plants operated at
the minimum of their production, so any other reduction leads to an over-cost of
production. Even if this error seems acceptable, it is necessary to see the error in estimation
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of the production of each power plant following the integration of intermittent wind energy.
Indeed, the estimation of the global power is satisfactory, but sum power plants must
produce an amount of power below the technical minimum or more than the technical
maximum and this causes an impact on the cost.
Discrepancies among real and estimated power plant productions due to the wind power
integration (figure 11) confirm the complexity and the high nonlinearity of the redispatching problem because some human errors (especially for security reasons) which do
not obey some rules.
In figure 12, we represented the estimated production of three basic plants. Only the
estimated production of rdsA is remarkable. The wind power integration to the dispatching
provokes a variation of produced power of 80% during one hour and half involving an
operation with the lower part of its minimal technical power, and consequently an over-cost
of production.

Figure 11: relative variation of each plant production
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Figure 12: Power produced by each basic plant (sousseCC, rdsA, rdsB)
Conclusion
To integrate wind power production, an economic and safe dispatching method has been
modeled by use of an ANN technique. The ANN dispatching model is tested for various
types of days (ordinary working, special, holidays, and festival). The database is carried out
from real situations based on human expertise. After the design of ANN of the dispatching
by many learning processes, we integrated a wind power component neglected in the
modeling phase. Different scenarios are tested to simulate the intermittent phenomenon.
The reaction of the modeled dispatching with the integration of wind energy is
characterized by an over-cost of production for some power plants. We are facing an
evolutionary system in terms of number of traditional power stations, extension of the
network, increase in the load and especially the growth of the wind energy production.
This requires an evolutionary neuronal structure always depending on the exactitude of the
prediction of the wind power production.
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Appendices: Abbreviation
Combined Cycle: sousse CC
IPP
Thermal:

ssA
rdsA et rdsB
Gha

Gaz :
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BMG
Sf
Bch
Gh

Bc
Ts
Kb
Ks

Tyn

